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a b s t r a c t 

The cell wall of the Glycine max altered by the polygalactur- 

onases (PGs) secreted by the fungus Sclerotinia sclerotiorum, 

causes disease and quality losses. In soybeans, a resistance 

protein called polygalacturonases-inhibiting proteins (PGIPs) 

binds to the PG to block fungal infection. The active site 

residues of PGIP3, VAL170 and GLN242 are mutated naturally 

by various amino acids in different types of PGIPs. Therefore, 

the mutation of VAL170 to GLY is ineffective but the GLN242 

amino acid mutation by LYS significantly alters the structure 

and is crucial for interacting with the PG protein. Docking 

and Molecular Dynamics simulation provide a comprehen- 

sive evaluation of the interactions between gmPGIP and ssPG. 

By elucidating the structural basis of the interaction between 

gmPGIP and ssPG, this investigation lays a foundation for the 
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development of targeted strategies in-order to enhance soy- 

bean resistance against Sclerotinia sclerotiorum . By leveraging 

this knowledge, researchers can potentially engineer soybean 

varieties with improved resistance to the fungus, thereby re- 

ducing disease incidence and improving crop yields. 

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND 

license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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pecifications Table 

Subject Agricultural and structural biology 

Specific subject area Bionformatics based host-pathogen interaction, and associated structural and 

functional biology 

Type of data Table and Figures 

Data collection Sequences were collected from the NCBI and PDB, modelled the desired 

structures which were relevant to our research. 

Data source location Protein sequences of the data were retrieved from the NCBI ( G. max 

(NP_001304551.2) and S. sclerotiorum (CAF05670.1)) and the structures are 

from PDB (1OGQ and 2IQ7). 

Data accessibility Link & DOI for data deposited in Mendeley Data repository : 

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/t8fnb5vmtr/1 

DOI : 10.17632/t8fnb5vmtr.1 

Primary source of data used 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/?term=PGIP+in+glycine+max 

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/2IQ7 

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1OGQ 

. Value of the Data 

• Fungal polygalacturonases (PG) interact with polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein (PGIP) to

confer resistance in soybean. 

• Alteration in protein in terms of structure and function is caused via site-directed mutagen-

esis. 

• Detail data about the interactions and stability of complexes of fungal PG and G. max PGIP

have been generated by docking and MD simulations studies, which will be valuable to re-

searchers in developing resistance variety of soybean against fungal infection. 

• Data will serve as a standard for PG-PGIP interaction study 

. Background 

Soybean crop is damaged by several biotic factors, where diseases adversely affect the pro-

uction and reduces the grain yield [ 1 ]. The major losses in soybean crop are mainly caused by

oliar and stem diseases, nematodes infestation, seedling blights and diseases of harvested grain.

ecently, in 2022, sudden death syndrome disease ( Fusarium virguliforme ) reported an estimated

ield loss of 21 million bushels in US and Ontario [ 2 ]. Among the diseases, the seedling diseases

ainly Sclerotinia sclerotiorum led stem rot and sudden death syndromes ( Fusarium virguliforme )

ave caused greatest yield losses in USA and Canada. The estimated yield losses from Sclerotinia

tem rot disease during 1996–2009, was more than 10 million bushels (270 million kg) in seven

ears out of the 14 years in USA [ 3 , 4 ]. We have tried to look into host-pathogen interactions

hrough the execution of molecular dynamics (MD) studies [ 5–7 ]. The study employed the com-

utational approaches coupled with MD simulations to infer that how the binding of G. max

GIP proteins with S. sclerotiorum PG proteins is altered via physio-biochemical and molecular

echanisms. Additionally, study contributes to our understanding of the binding interactions be-

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/t8fnb5vmtr/1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/?term=PGIP+in+glycine+max
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/2IQ7
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1OGQ
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tween PGIP and PG, which modify the structure of the enzyme and prevent its activity. The host

pathogen interaction studies of PG from S. sclerotiorum and PGIP of soybean ( G. max ) is essen-

tial to decipher etiology and to develop the strategies for integrated disease management and to

minimize the losses. 

3. Data Description 

3.1. Sequence comparison and repeat identification 

The PGIP protein is encoded by nine genes located on chromosomes 5 and 8. Pgip1, Pgip2

and Pgip5 are positioned on Chr5 whereas Pgip3, Pgip4 and Pgip7 are placed on Chr8. The pgip

remnant has three copies; two of them are on chr5, while the third copy is on chr8 ( Fig. 1 ).

Recently, another PGIP has been reported in G. max and it deals with pathogens defense mech-

anism [ 8 ]. 

The polygalacturonase-inhibiting protein ( PGIP) is a Leucine Rich Repeats (LRRs) structure

composed of nine LRRs. PGIP3 of soybean is chosen for further study and it reveals homology

with PGIP of P. vulgaris . The distribution of LRR in PGIP are illustrate in ( Fig. 2 ). Only one LRR
differs across the nine LRRs that are aligned in the PGIP of G. max and P. vulgaris . 

Fig. 1. PGIP distribution among the chromosome 5 and 8; Sequence alignment of all PGIP protein of G. max . 

Fig. 2. Pictorial and tabular representation of LRRs in PGIP for G. max and P. vulgaris . 
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.2. Quality assessment of modelled structures 

Model structures serve as a visual representation of a molecule, helping to emphasize how

ifferent structures appear in living and non-living systems. A large number of PGs’ crystal struc-

ures are available in the Protein Data Bank, yet just one, P. vulgaris PGIP (1OGQ), is present

here. The reason for performing comparative or homology modelling is that the sequences ex-

ibit a high enough proportion of query coverage and sequence identity with pvPGIP. gmPGIP

emonstrates 87.79% sequence identity and 100% query coverage with pvPGIP (PDB: 1OGQ). The

arasitic ssPG has sequence identity with C. lupini ’s PG (PDB: 2IQ7) was 69.73%, and its query

overage was 98%. 

Finding the optimal structure requires using more than just one tool for structure modelling.

y comparison of various parameters like quality score, amino acid 3D profile, Ramachandran

lot, RMSD, TM-score, identity and length of modelled residues, it can be observed that the

tructure modelled by Modeller software is significantly better than the Swiss-model and Al-

haFold. All the comparing parameters of various tools and model are mentioned in Table 1 . 

.3. Effect of mutation in gmPGIP 

Mutations in protein at specific amino acids alter its structure as well as function. But it is

ot necessary that the effects of mutations get reflected in the structure and functionality of the

rotein. Intramolecular interactions provide the stability to the protein molecule and maintain

heir structure. The shape of the protein is totally dependent on the pattern of the amino acids

nd its properties. When any modification has been occurred, the structure is changed due to

he interactions with the neighboring amino acids. 

In the case of PGIP of P. vulgaris , the structure is changed by the specific site mutation and its

unctionality is also changed as reported by Maulik and Basu (2013) [ 9 ]. Their analysis showed

hat the double mutation i.e. VAL152 by GLY and GLN224 by LYS affect the concavity of the

GIP structure and help in inhibiting the binding process with PG parasitic protein. The residues

f concave faces provides the interactions with the parasitic protein PG and the convex face

rovides the flexibility and mobility to the PGIP protein. 

Fig 3 represents the interaction of VAL170 and GLN242 to its neighboring residues. gmPGIP

ooks like half solenoid structure ( Fig 3(a) and (b) ), are a zoom representation of the active

esidues which are involved in the interactions with the parasitic PG protein. GLN242 interacted
Table 1 

Quality of modelled gmPGIP and ssPG protein by Swiss-model, AlphaFold and Modeller. 

Tools and Parameters gmPGIP ssPG 

Swiss- 

Model AlphaFold Modeller 

Swiss- 

Model AlphaFold Modeller 

ERRAT (Overall Quality Factor) 80.26 78.48 84.62 91.77 90.37 75.45 

VERIFY 96.15 % 

(Pass) 

91.29 % 

(Pass) 

86.10 % 

(Pass) 

87.24 % 

(Pass) 

88.17 % 

(Pass) 

85.80 % 

(Pass) 

Ramachndran 

plot 

Most favoured regions 79.6 % 78.7 % 83.7 % 88.1 % 87.7 % 88.1 % 

Additional allowed 

regions 

20.1 % 21.0 % 16.0 % 11.6 % 11.9 % 11.6 % 

Generously allowed 

regions 

0.4 % 0.4 % 0.0 % 0.4 % 0.4 % 0.4 % 

Disallowed regions 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.3 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 

Structure 

alignment 

RMSD 0.14 0.3 0.28 0.67 0.8 0.21 

TM-score 1 0.99 0.94 0.97 0.97 0.98 

Identity 88 % 89 % 89 % 71 % 71 % 71 % 

Equivalent residues 312 310 312 332 332 332 

Sequence length of 

modelled residues 

312 310 331 338 338 338 
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Fig. 3. PGIP protein of G. max (gmPGIP) (a-b) active residues VAL170 and GLN242 in modelled protein; (c) interactions 

of amino acid GLN242 with neighboring residues; (d) various interactions of VAL170 with their neighboring residues. 

The interactions of selected amino acid (green) their neighboring residues are taken from DDMut (Zhou et.al, 2023). 
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ith the ALA218, PHE219, ASN263, LEU264, ASN265 and GLY266 by various types of interac-

ions. These interactions are - two hydrogen bonds are made with the ASN263 and LEU264;

ne carbonyl interactions with LEU264; two clashes with PHE219; six polar interactions with

LA218, LEU264, ASN265 and GLY266; and six hydrophobic interactions with PHE219 ( Fig 3(c) ).

nother residue VAL170 showed different interactions with ASN168, VAL147, LEU193, PHE194,

HR195 and SER196. These interactions are – one hydrogen bond with LEU193; one carbonyl

nteraction with PHE194; three hydrophobic interactions with VAL147, seven polar interactions

ith ASN168, LEU193, THR195, SER196 and VAL147. 

Two residues are mutated form of gmPGIP, VAL170 mutated by GLY and GLN242 mutated by

YS by Mutation Explorer server. After the mutation of GLN242 to LYS, it interact with six amino

cids, with mutated amino acids are the same but the pattern of interaction are changed. Two

ydrogen bonds, six polar interactions and one clash have been similar to WT but hydropho-

ic and carbonyl interactions are changed in MT. Four hydrophobic interactions are formed with

HE219 and one with ASN263. Carbonyl interactions are removed between LYS242 with neigh-

oring residues ( Fig 4(c) ). GLY170 interacts with the same neighboring amino acids and similar

atterns like WT gmPGIP, except hydrophobic interactions which are absent in mutated gmPGIP

 Fig 4(d) ). The total energy of WT gmPGIP (−187.82 kcal/mol) is little bit low as −2.41 kcal/mol

han the double mutated gmPGIP (−185.41 kcal/mol). 

.4. P-P interactions of gmPGIP-ssPG and mutated-gmPGIP-ssPG 

Haddock provided the 10 clusters using 158 structures that had a 79 % water-refined model.

 gmPGIP-ssPG complex model with a score of −125.5 ± 8.2 HADDOCK was chosen. Other HAD-

OCK parameters of selected complex are Cluster size (10), RMSD from the overall lowest-energy

tructure (0.8 + /- 0.4), Van der Waals energy (−55.2 + /- 13.2), Electrostatic energy (−349.5 + /-

5.9), Desolvation energy (−4.5 + /- 6.9), Restraints violation energy (41.0 + /- 18.3), Buried Sur-

ace Area (2312.8 + /- 241.4) and Z-Score (−1.7). 

Total nine hydrogen bonds are established, interacting with seven residues of ssPG through

ix amino acids of gmPGIP ( Fig. 5 ). The Gly242, one of the gmPGIP’s active residues, binds with

sPG’s HIS156, while VAL170, another gmPGIP residue, interacts hydrophobically with ssPG’s

LY99 and GLY100. ASN240 of gmPGIP forms three hydrogen bonds with HIS156, ASP180 and

IS202 residues of ssPG. SER274 of ssPG and the amino acids ASN214 and ASN216 of gmPGIP

orm two hydrogen bonds. LYS286 of gmPGIP interacts with ASN229 of ssPG and two residues

LN179 and GLY200 of parasitic protein PG interacts to LYS262 of gmPGIP protein. 

Total seven hydrogen are formed between 5 residues of gmPGIP and 7 residues of ssPG

 Fig.6 ). In the hydrophobic interactions, 12 residues are involved in the WT of gmPGIP and this

umber is reduced in the MT of gmPGIP. The number of residues of ssPG are also reduced by

he interaction with WT and MT. As an effect of the mutation’s little alteration to the concave

ace, the mutant residue LYS242 of gmPGIP forms hydrophobic interactions in the MT rather

han hydrogen bonds. Mutational alterations also affect the compactness of contacts between

he binding residues of MT-PGIP-PG complexes. 

.5. Simulation study of complexes 

MD simulations were run for the WT-gmPGIP-ssPG complex at100ns. RMSD provides the

tructural distances between the coordinates of different confirmations over the time. It varies

etween 0.4 and 0.7 nm, indicating how stable the gmPGIP-ssPG complex is ( Fig. 7(a) ). The RMSF

or the both protein gmPGIP and ssPG is extremely low ( Fig. 7(b) ). The rg reveals the compact-

ess of the structure, the complex’s overall compactness is maintained while the rg only fluc-

uates between at the 85–88 ns ( Fig. 7(c) ). There is also a significant conservation of hydrogen

onds across time ( Fig. 7(d) ). These all parameters make it clear that the complex of gmPGIP-

sPG is extremely stable. 
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Fig. 4. Mutated PGIP protein of Glycine max (gmPGIP) (a-b) mutated active residues GLY170 and LYS242 in modelled 

protein; (c) interactions of amino acid LYS242 with neighboring residues; (d) various interactions of GLY170 with their 

neighboring residues. 
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Fig. 5. Docked complex of gmPGIP with ssPG and their 2D as well as 3D representation of interacted amino acids, red 

sticks for ssPG and blue sticks for gmPGIP. Hydrogen bonds are shown by dotted line, light blue in 3D and green in 2D; 

Red dotted lines are used for hydrophobic interactions. 

Fig. 6. Docked complex of mutated-gmPGIP with ssPG and their 2D as well as 3D representation of interacted amino 

acids, red sticks for ssPG and blue sticks for mutated-gmPGIP. Hydrogen bonds are shown by dotted line, yellow in 3D 

and green in 2D; Red dotted lines are used for hydrophobic interactions. 
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Fig. 7. Diagramatic representation of Molecular Simulations at 100 ns (a) RMSD, (b) RMSF, (c) Radius of gyration and 

(d) hydrogen bond distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All above data generated in this study have been deposited in Mendeley Data repository,

and Link & DOI for the deposited data are given below: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/

t8fnb5vmtr/1 

DOI : 10.17632/t8fnb5vmtr.1 

While links for all the primary data used in this study are available in the below

given links https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/?term=PGIP+in+glycine+max https://www.rcsb. 

org/structure/2IQ7 https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1OGQ 

4. Experimental Design, Material and Methods 

4.1. Protein structure prediction and validation 

The accession numbers of G. max (NP_001304551.2) and S. sclerotiorum (CAF05670.1) were

used to download the PGIP and PG sequences from the NCBI. To determine homologs, we ran a

BLAST search against the Protein Data Bank [ 10 , 11 ]. Selected the template on the basis of top

most hits, highest percent identity and query coverage for homology modelling. The Swiss-

model [ 12 ], AlphaFold [ 13 ], and Modeller [ 14 ] programs are used very frequently to predict

three-dimensional structures of the proteins. The quality of the modelled structures was con-

firmed using SAVES ( https://saves.mbi.ucla.edu/ ) metaserver, and the best structure was chosen

by structural alignment of modelled protein with the template structures using Pairwise Struc-

tural Alignment, a feature of the PDB system. Saves metaservers used five programs to check

and validate the three-dimensional structure of proteins i.e. ERRAT, Verify3D, WHATCHECK,

PROCHECK and PROVE. Comparing the modelled structures obtained by selected three programs,

the Modeller exhibit the superior quality structures over the other programs. LRRsearch [ 15 ] was

used to find repeats for the comparison of target PGIP protein sequence with the selected tem-

plate. 

4.2. Mutation in structure 

It estimates the stability of mutation in the protein structure based on evaluation of torsion

angle distribution and amino acid-atom potentials. Site-directed mutations were carried out us-

ing Mutation Explorer [ 16 ] utilizing the P. vulgaris as a reference. 

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/t8fnb5vmtr/1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/?term=PGIP+in+glycine+max
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/2IQ7
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1OGQ
https://saves.mbi.ucla.edu/
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.3. Protein-protein docking and mutation 

The PGIP and PG docking were performed using HADDOCK 2.4 at the specified active site

esidues whish are predicted by comparison of modelled PGIP protein with the 1OGQ protein

 17 ]. It predict the interactions between PGIP-PG and calculates the HADDOCK score on the ba-

is of several parameters like force constant, ambiguous restraints, radius of gyration restraint,

otation, clustering methods, Dihedral angle/hydrogen bond restraints and more. And most im-

ortant are the energy and interaction parameters, that are electrostatic and intermolecular in-

eractions as well as cross docking iterations which are most crucial. 

.4. MD simulation of complex 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations was used to explore the stability, conformational

hanges and dynamic behavior of the ptotein-protein complexes i.e. gmPGIP-ssPG [ 18 , 19 ]. The

imulations were initiated by putting the docked structures in an ion-filled water box using

he GROMACS/2021 package and the CHARMm27 force field. In order to neutralize the system,

he docked complexes were placed within a cubic box with the correct number of chlorine ions

dded. Any steric clashes were fixed using the energy minimization (EM) strategy that employed

 steep descent method with a threshold of 10 0 0 kJ/mol and 50,0 0 0 iterations or reduction

teps. The solvent and ions system were stabilized by a two-phase equilibration procedure such

s NVT and NPT. The system’s temperature was equilibrated at 300 K using the NVT ensemble

hase. Next, NPT ensemble, equilibrate and stabilized system’s pressure by retaining a constant

umber of particles, pressure and temperature. Every phase run by 100 ps and final run was

onducted for 100 ns to determine the atomic trajectories. 

.5. Trajectories analysis 

The end of the Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations got massive volumes of data by vari-

tions in confirmations of the individual atoms and molecules over the time. The stability of

he complex was analysed by various intrinsic parameters that are root-mean-square deviation

RMSD), root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF), radius of gyration (Rg), and hydrogen bond dis-

ribution. The RMSD and RMSF were calculated by the rms and rmsf modules respectively, to

ee the stability of the backbone of protein. Furthermore, the changes in the shape and size

f the complex were determined through the Rg by gyrate modules. The obtained results were

isualized by qtgrace. 
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